The Netzer Song

D          A
Adamah niv'ka’at v’Netzer m’batzbetz
D          A
Ovdim b’yachad v’hu gadel v’mitchazek
F#m                        G
Ha’olam tzarich lih’yot muchan l’kabel
F#m                         G
T’nuat netzer, p’shut m’chashmel
Em                                      A
Ya’ad hagshama b’yisra’el
D                   A                       G
Anchnu ha’chalutzim shel Netzer
D                   A                       G
Anchnu ha’chalutzim shel Netzer
D             F#m
Da’atz mecha azor l’am
Bm            E
V’titzor tikun olam
G              A                Bm          E
V’az nitzad b’derech el ha’osher
G              A                    D
V’az nitzad b’derech el ha’osher

We are the pioneers of Netzer.
We are the pioneers of Netzer.
From ourselves to help the people,
And create tikkun olam.
And then we’ll march along the path to happiness
And then we’ll march along the path to happiness

Hineh parachnu yachad m’chatchallah
Anachnu no’ar im y’cholet v’otzmah
Solelim et ha’derech l’aliyah
Yatzreinu Netzer, d’var niflah
Nashir b’yachad shir prichah

The ground breaks forward and Netzer bursts forth. We work together and it strengthens to become great. The world must be ready to receive the Netzer movement, it’s simply electrifying. Our goal is hagshama in Israel.

Here we flourished together from the beginning. We are young with ability and strength, paving the road to aliyah. We created Netzer, something happened. We’ll sing together a blossoming song.